
 

Project in brief

  Building characteristics

Owner:  Bau- und Liegenschaftsbetrieb nrw
Year Of erectiOn:  1953 –1961
net fLOOr area:  30,000 m²
UtiLizatiOn:  administrative purposes with offices,  
conference rooms and a canteen 
cOnsUmPtiOn Of eLectricit Y:  1,300,000 kwh/a,  
44 kwh/(m²�a) 
cOnsUmPtiOn Of heating:  2,400,000 kwh/a,  
80 kwh/(m²�a) 
BUiLding enveLOPe:  L-shaped building with a tower 
block, classic facades
BUiLding services:

π  district heating
π   central compression chiller provides cooling for  

conference rooms and canteen
π   compact water chillers and split system in server 

room
π  ten further air handling units
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demOnstratiOn BUiLding: 
ministrY*,  düsseLdOrf (d)
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heLsinKi  |   hUt engineering dePartment esPOO  |  aUrOra 2 JOensUU  |  senate headqUarters heLsinKi  |   infOrmatic sYstems miL an  |  LectUre haLLs miL an

 eLectrOnics dePartment miL an  |  dUKa hOUse gOthenBUrg  |  nOrdstaden gOthenBUrg

  investigation 0 euro – cost savings  
 30.000 euro! 

The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of 
North Rhine-Westphalia is a large administrational building 
that was con structed in several parts in the 1950's and 1960's. 
The analysis done in the framework of the Building EQ project 
revealed a cost saving potential of about 35,000 EUR which 
corresponds to 12 % of the yearly energy cost. 
The main saving potential is the reduction of the capacity of 
the district heating supply. Although this reduction does not 
affect the energy consumption, the corresponding cost savings 
of about 30,000 EUR shows the importance of a monitoring 
system.
Further energy saving potentials could be identified. Among 
these are typical ones like simultaneous heating and cooling 
in air handling units, inefficient (and unintended) part load 
operation of the major chiller and leaking valves in the heating 
circuits.

Overview

Kind of data acquisition BAS (Siemens + ABB)

Yearly energy cost 290,000 Euro

Cost for installation of data  
acquisition for minimal data set

35,000 Euro
= 12 % of yearly energy cost

Estimated possible savings 35,000 Euro/year
= 12 % of yearly energy cost

Simple pay back
(of data acquisition only) <1 year

Possible cost for engineering if  
3 years of simple payback were 
acceptable 70,000 Euro

  about Building eq

BuildingEQ is a project in the Intelligent Energy Europe Pro  - 
gra mme of the European Commission. BuildingEQ aims at 
strength en ing the implementation of the EPBD (Energy Per-
formance of Buildings Directive) by linking the certification 
process with commis sioning and optimisation of building  
performance. Within the scope of the project, methodologies  
and tools are to be devel oped that can be used for ongoing  
commissioning and optimisation of non-residential buildings 
using gathered data from the certification process according  
to the EPBD.  
The emphasis will be on feasibility and cost-effectiveness of  
energy reduction mea sures with regard to building practice. 
Main target groups are the industry for Facility and Energy  
Management, real estate owners, energy agencies and  
energy consultants.

  Project Partner

Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems
Christian Neumann  
Heidenhofstr. 2  
79110 Freiburg/ Germany 
Telephone: +49-761-4588-0

christian.neumann@ise.fraunhofer.de
www.ise.fraunhofer.de

  Building Owner

Bau- und Liegenschaftsbetrieb des  
Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen
Mercedesstraße 12
40470 Düsseldorf/ Germany

www.blb.nrw.de

www.Buildingeq.eu 

imprint

Published by: 
 
fraunhofer institute for solar energy systems 
freiburg / germany, www.ise.fraunhofer.de

energieagentur regio freiburg gmbh
freiburg /germany, 
www.energieagentur-freiburg.de
info @energieagentur-freiburg.de

design: 

triolog – kommunikation mit energie
freiburg / germany, www.triolog-web.de

disclaimer

the sole responsibility for the content of this information lies 
with the authors. it does not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
the european communities. the european commission is not 
responsible for any use that may be made of the information 
contained.

results of the Building eq project

π energy saving potential in the operation of buildings 5 - 30 %
π realisiation of these potentials with low or no investment costs
π  Buildingeq methods and tools allow quick and cost efficient 

detection of these potentials
π  Ongoing performance evaluation is prerequisite for energy 

efficient operation
π  consortium suggests amendment of ePBd with mandatory 

performance monitoring

Supported by European Commissionwww.Buildingeq.eu 

The consortium at a project meeting in Stuttgart

*  ministry of economic affairs and energy of the state of north rhine-westphalia (mwme)

germanY: 
düsseLdOrf
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  Overview saving potentials

d e s c r i P t i O n  O f  m e a s U r e s i n f L U e n c e

h e a t i n g   

The capacity of the district heating supply can be reduced by 70 % Reduced cost

The increase of daily heating operation hours at cold outdoor air  
temperatures could be reduced 

Reduce heating energy, pump energy

The freezing protection could be adjusted to start at lower outdoor  
air temperatures

Reduce heating energy, pump energy

Valves with leakages should be fixed / removed Reduced heating energy, better control

a i r  h a n d L i n g  U n i t s

Simultaneous heating and cooling should be avoided Reduced heating and cooling

c O L d  g e n e r a t i O n  /  d i s t r i B U t i O n

Reduce operation hours of pumps Reduced cooling energy, pump energy

Pumps are overdimensioned. Exchange or operate on lower level Reduced electricity

Avoid part load operation of chiller in winter by adjusting enabling 
temperature

Reduced cooling/electricity

Increase supply temperature Improve chiller operation, losses

  analysis of measured data

The main (monetary) saving potential found in the ministry was 
the reduction of the capacity of the district heating supply. By 
reducing the capacity by over 50 % the ministry could save about 
30,000 EUR per year. Even though this potential affects not the 
energy consumption, the reduction of operating cost increases 
the acceptance of the ongoing monitoring and allows for the 
implementation of other – potentially more cost-intensive – energy 
saving measures. 
Graph I shows the signatures of the consumption data. A signa-
ture shows the dependency of energy or water consumption from 
the outdoor air temperature. In this case daily mean values are 
shown, grouped by workdays and weekends. Extrapolating the 
signature for district heat a maximum heating power of approx. 
1,300 kW can be derived. The actual capacity of the district heat 
supply is 2,600 kW.

Furthermore a number of smaller energy saving potentials were 
identified by applying the Building EQ approach. Another examp-
le is shown in the next figure. It shows a carpet plot of the control 
signals for the cooling water pump (graph II) and the chilled 
water pump (graph III) of a compression chiller. It is obvious that 
in winter 2008/2009 the chilled water pump was operated cons-
tantly. The reason for this was that the pump was 

    i. district heating [kW]

operated as long as the outdoor air temperature was above -5°C 
causing cycling of the chiller at part load with very low efficiency. 
The analysis showed that there is virtually no load that has to be 
met during winter in this building. Consequently, the set value 
was changed to 10°C in April. The effect is a significant reduction 
of the running time of the chiller in October/November 2009 (1), 
avoiding unnecessary operation and low efficiencies.

  result of certificate

The asset rating delivers an actual value for the primary energy 
demand that is even below the benchmark for new constructions. 
That is mainly due to the low primary energy factor of the district 
heat and relatively high benchmark values. However, the asset 
rating gives the impression that the performance of the building 
is quite good.
The operational rating delivers a completely different picture. The 
energy consumption of the building is rated as medium on the 
slide rule. The heating energy consumption is even slightly higher 
than the reference building.
The different rating of asset and operational rating as well as the 
current state of the German implementation of the EPBD makes 
the assessment of the energy consumption of a certain building 
difficult. The hope that the asset rating in Germany can deliver a 
target value for the energy consumption of the building was not 
fulfilled – even by customizing the calculation.
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O P e r a t i O n a L  r a t i n g

a s s e t  r a t i n g
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iii. control signal chilled water pump
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